Name:  Sarah Showalter
Innovation Description (20 words or less):   
I decided to interview a computer teacher and an art teacher who regularly use In Focus projectors in their classrooms.
          
Interview Questions 
Questions
Computer Teacher Responses 
 
Art Teacher Responses 
 
1. In terms of what’s in it for you, how does (the innovation) compare to what you were doing before? 
I’ve always used the InFocus projector in my job as a computer specialist. I’m not sure what the teachers used before this technology was available.  However, the InFocus projector allows me to display everything that I need for the students to see.  Students can look at the screen and follow my actions/moves step by step.  It also allows me to show students several times from one location (i.e. I don’t need to demonstrate the same thing on 24 different computers). 
When I use the InFocus projector it allows me to customize art curriculum because I no longer am bound by the limits of my print collection. I can also use the money I used for prints on consumables.
2. How well does (the innovation) fit in with other things that you do and are important? 
The InFoucs is an important part of the computer specials program. I also use this projector for the Smartboard. 
It allows me to repeat my lessons and I can put notes on the slides to help me recall the details of the lecture.
3. How difficult is it to use (the innovation)? 
The new InFocus projectors come out of the box ready to go. However, they do take a little bit of figuring out if the user expects to use it along with a computer monitor.
I only had trouble moving the [Power Point Presentation] files from one computer set up to another set of computers for student usage. 
4. How easy is it to experiment with (the innovation) on a limited basis? 
 I don’t really do any experiments with the InFocus projector because of my class set up. Some experiments that I would like to try would be connecting the InFocus to other equipment available at the school such as the Elmo machines, DVDs, and Television sets.
I had only a few minor glitches in the implementation process. When I use the InFocus upon or in conjunction with my white board, I can draw on the white board to clarify specific points in the presentation.
  5. How easy is it to see what happens when (the innovation) is used somewhere? 
It’s not as easy to experiment with the equipment because each action requires help from the technologists at the school.  At a school with over 70 staff members, experiments seem to fall last on the list.
I can see how the students react to each Power Point Presentation and adjust pictures to enhance the student’s retention of details. You can see when students understand the lessons involved. 
 Now answer the two summary questions below. 
 1. In what important ways (if any) are the two perspectives different? 
Relative Advantage- It appears that in terms of relative advantage, both teachers agree that the InFocus projector is an innovation that adds to the classroom experience. Both teachers seem to feel that the InFocus makes teaching easier in their classes because lessons are easily repeated. In computer class all students can observe the demonstrations as the teacher performs them and in art class the teacher can use the InFocus to point out new ideas, concepts and important details. In this way, the InFocus saves both teachers considerable time and effort. 
However, they disagree on the point that the innovation is indispensable.  The computer teacher states that she cannot even imagine how they taught computer lessons before the introduction of this peripheral and she seems to imagine that it would have been quite difficult. While the art teacher stated how she would have presented art lessons in the past, i.e. through the use of fine art prints. Therefore, both teachers seem to agree that the new innovation is an advantage over the old way of doing things, but the computer teacher would be at a greater disadvantage than the art teacher without the InFocus.


Compatibility- Both teachers seem to agree that the InFocus is compatible with the instructional objectives they need to meet during classes. They both use it for demonstrations and instruction, to re-teach and review. Both mention that the InFocus allows them to easily repeat things as necessary, which can be quite often in an elementary environment. The art teacher also mentions writing notes to herself on the slides to help her remember and organize details in her lectures. So, the InFocus is compatible with their needs as well as the needs of the students. 

Complexity- As far as complexity is concerned, both teachers seemed to feel that the InFocus was not hard to implement into their curriculum as well as operate in a mechanical sense. The computer teacher praises it for being usable right out of the box, while the art teacher only needed minor help in figuring out how to relocate Power Point Presentation files for use. 
In this case, the two differ in opinion because the computer teacher seems to view the InFocus by itself as an innovation while the art teacher seems to view her InFocus and her Power Points as part of a package since this is how she was trained to use it. When they adopted the InFocus a few years ago as part of the new art curriculum at all DoDDS Pacific schools, they stressed the use of the InFocus with Power Point presentations to introduce new lessons. Therefore, it was offered up as a sort of "technology cluster" or package of innovations for the art room. So, while the InFocus itself was easy to use for both, it appears that one may say that she had some difficulty with the "package deal" of the InFocus combined with Power Point Presentation files. However, this is more of a data management problem than the fault of the InFocus since the InFocus "works" with or without the Power Points, it just does not meet her needs without her planned lesson files. 

Trialability- In the case of the InFocus, neither teacher indicated having to go through a trial period where the new innovation was tried out before it was purchased. As far as I know, it was decided by the Head Offices in Okinawa that the InFocus was an essential part of both specialist's programs and therefore it was to be fully implemented all across the Pacific at the same time. This is why they hold week long training sessions in Tokyo for large group specialists on a bi-annual basis. There may have been a trial somewhere in DoDDS Pacific before the equipment was purchased for all schools, but this trial was not at our school.
However, there are many more classes within the school that do not have an InFocus as part of their regular equipment and they may occasionally borrow one to try it out in their own room. It seems that the big piece of equipment that was being trial tested last year was the Smart Boards. They had just purchased one per building and we were essentially told to "share." It is possible they were testing to see how many people were quick to adopt this innovation in their classrooms before committing to purchasing Smart Boards for every room and the InFocuses to go with them. As stated by the computer teacher, it is not always easy to borrow the equipment necessary to try new peripherals in conjunction with the InFocus, even on a trial basis because of the size of the staff and the fact that permission must be granted to do just about anything. One could say we are still in the trial period for some of these items that are in short supply (the InFocus included).

Observability- Both teachers mentioned being able to observe how their students react to the InFocus. Earlier in the interview, the computer teacher talks about being able to demonstrate things to the students and repeat those demonstrations when needed. The art teacher discussed how she uses the InFocus with her white board to point out details and mark the picture to help students understand. Sometimes students could be asked to label the pictures themselves to test for understanding. However, the InFocus by itself is not always the most interactive piece of equipment so "observable learning" or "observable benefits" may not be visible until after students have completed their related tasks. If used together with a Smart Board and carefully planned interactive lessons, the benefits may be more easily observable.

2. What (if any) implications do the differences have in terms of the rate which the innovation will be adopted?   
Rate of Adoption- Both teachers appear to view the InFocus favorably. The computer teacher seems to feel that it is "essential" to her program and would certainly be in favor of other computer teachers adopting it. The art teacher too feels that it is a beneficial piece of equipment but could probably get along almost as well without it. Both agree that it makes their jobs easier, allowing them to repeat lessons and review concepts with students as many times as needed with little or no hassle. The InFocus is compatible with both of their curriculums and instructional needs in the classroom.
Both agree that the equipment is easy to use. However, if an art teacher had difficulty using Power Point, they might become easily frustrated with the device and not adopt it. So, in some instances, when an innovation is presented in conjunction with another innovation, the person adopting the two must be comfortable enough with both in order to make things work. No one said the art teacher had to use the InFocus with Power Point exclusively, but since this was the first way they promoted it, she adopted this use quickly into her own classroom routine. Therefore, technical support for her might include not just the InFocus but troubleshooting Power Point as well. This may slow the rate of adoption amongst art teachers if the innovation is not properly supported in a way that suits their needs.
The InFocus was not trial tested in our school for these two programs, rather we were given some training and told to start using it right away. So the rate of adoption was rather sudden and it could be said that we are still in a trial period, as they are relatively new. It is possible that a separate limited trial period was conducted at some point but it was not done at this particular school and the trial could have been conducted at any DoDDS Pacific school before the Head Office decided to implement the new innovation in all schools. In this case, the Head Office would be the ones that would have needed to be convinced that the InFocus is indeed "essential" to the computer program and "beneficial" to the art program for the equipment to have been purchased in the first place. The size of our faculty and the limited supply of equipment sometimes makes new trials difficult because of the number of people who need technology support in just their daily routines. However, if the Head Office thought that the schools were not using them enough, it is possible that future InFocus purchases would not be made and adoption would cease. This however, does not seem to be the case in our school.
Observing the benefits may be easier in the computer class than in the art class at least as far as the influence on student learning is concerned. Having the InFocus in the computer classroom to help with demonstrations is easily recognizable as a benefit for both the teacher and the students. In art, this benefit may not be as obvious if the lessons are not interactive or engaging. However, the previously stated benefits for the teacher, such as saving time and improving the organization of lessons, are very clear and should contribute to the rate of adoption.
Both teachers would probably recommend this peripheral to teachers who teach the same subjects as a time and energy saving device. Both seemed happy with their adoption of the new piece of equipment and both indicated that they planned on continuing the use of the InFocus in their planning. Because the InFocus is easy to use, and meets their instructional and student needs, it seems to have been a successful adoption thus far, and should continue to be so as long as the school maintains a good support network to help support those who use it.

